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COMMENTARY 

The Continuing Saga of Indian Land 
Claims 

Not All Aboriginal Territo y is Truly Irredeemable 

IMRE SUTTON 

Indian claims to land have continued to occupy the courts and the US 
Congress. While the era of the larger territorial claims adjudicated by the 
Indian C l a i m  Commission has passed, many surviving cases remain unre- 
solved and others focus on new w continuing issues. This mini-symposium 
reports on the viability of settlement acts; the gnawing questions of surviving 
aboriginal title; the conflict over submerged lands; the status of adjudicated 
cases for which tribes have refused monies; the convoluted issues of acknowl- 
edgment, landlessness, and land restoration; the quest for access, use, and pro- 
tection of cultural resources; tribal efforts and judicial frustrations over land 
consolidation; and the special case of Hawaiian lands. Case studies include 
the Zuni, Catawba, and Coeur dl lene.  

Lest one believe too strongly that the nation is returning a quantum of 
acreage to Indian communities, readers should keep in mind that Indian land 
claims still remain in motion and that now and then limited land restoration 
does occur. For those who might worry that we are returning the continent to 
the tribes, fear not; the modicum of acreage restored is miniscule against the 

Imre Sutton, editor of this mini-symposium, is professor emeritus of geography at 
California State University, Fullerton. He is the editor of Irredeemabk America: The 
Indians' Estate and Land Claims (1985) and two previous symposia in the American 
Indian Culture and Research JournaZ, 122 (1988) and 15:2 (1991), and coeditor (with 
Richmond Clow) of Indian Affairs and the Environmental Movement (forthcoming). 
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square miles of extinguished territory. In recent years, one may have read that 
a court upheld the Shinnecock Indians’ claim to bay frontage adjacent to 
their reservation on Long Island, or that the Oneida of upstate New York con- 
tinue to lay claim to some 270,000 acres occupied by homes of more than 
20,000 non-Indians.’ In other instances we have learned that the Cheyenne- 
Arapaho still seek the restoration of lands forming part of Fort Reno, 
Oklahoma.* In the early 1990s the Havasupai of Arizona went to court to 
regain a sacred site threatened by mining, but to no avail.3 Yet in 1999 the 
National Park Service committed itself to the restoration of some lands 
claimed by the Timbisha within Death Valley National Park.4 

What are these events telling observers about a process that has gone on 
longer than the twentieth century? They do tell us that the retirement of the 
Indian Claims Commission (ICC) in 1978 did not ultimately resolve all tribal 
claims to aboriginal lands.5 To be sure, after the demise of the ICC, many 
cases, unresolved or awaiting appeals, continued their courses of action 
through the US Court of Claims (now the Federal Claims Court) and occa- 
sionally moved as far as the US Supreme Court. For several adjudicated and 
funded cases, some Indian tribes, including the Western Shoshones, the 
Lakota and Teton Sioux, and the Pit River (Achomawi) Indians of northern 
California, have continued to squabble among themselves and have publicly 
rejected award monies. Perhaps these events were expected. Much less antic- 
ipated was that both recognized and unrecognized Indian communities 
would vigorously pursue efforts to recover some aboriginal acreage or to 
secure exclusive use of or access to sacred sites and other cultural resources. 
Many Indian communities have long been pursuing the acknowledgment 
process in hopes of regaining some minimal restoration of aboriginal lands. 

While the courts continue to dominate the claims field, Congress has played 
an instrumental role in claims resolution by passing settlement acts that often- 
times award funds to purchase land but rarely restore land. A significant number 
of acts have resolved claims in the eastern United States; a few others affect tribes 
in the West. Included in this section are two case studies that reveal how the ICC 
and the courts have not always amply resolved claims conflicts and why tribes 
have turned from the judicial to the political process. An act “To Convey Certain 
Lands to the Zuni Indian Tribe for Religious Purposes” and the Catawba Indian 
Tribe of South Carolina Land Claims Settlement Act of 1993 represent the cul- 
mination of seemingly endless efforts by attorneys on both sides to find satisfac- 
tory resolutions. Less well known tribal claims have also related to submerged 
lands, for which we review Idaho v. Coeur d ?Ilene Tribe of Idaho. Claims to aborigi- 
nal temtory and to sacred sites, among others, will be reviewed within this essay. 
However, inter- and intra-tribal land issues will not be revisited.6 

CONGRESS PASSES VARIOUS SETTLEMENT ACTS 

To a certain extent, the legislative process has gained momentum over the 
judicial with respect to Indian land claims. The reason for this is not that 
Congress has always so readily consented to enacting appropriate remedies 
where the courts have not. It is inherent in the position of some observers that 
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land cannot-perhaps should not-be restored in so many instances by adju- 
dicating claims against contemporary landowners.’ But Congress has stepped 
in to resolve many conflicts because a direct land transfer to a tribe cannot be 
achieved, especially where there is no public domain coterminous with abo- 
riginal territory. Some “successes,” as has been the situation for the 
Passamaquoddy and Penobscot in Maine8 or the Havasupai in Arizona,g have 
encouraged many other Indian communities to pursue a legislative resolu- 
tion. While Congress has enacted legislation that hopefully resolves several 
claims, there are still other Indian communities lacking both recognition and 
land. Jack Campisi observed of eastern cases that, “Land, not as property but 
as self-identity, was the central issue. Land in the context of these claims was 
more akin to estate.” And, as several tribal claims have ultimately been 
resolved, his point remains certain: 

the claims have had an effect on state-federal relations inasmuch as 
they put to rest the legal arguments that the original thirteen states 
had a special position in constitutional law which exempted them 
from congressional control in Indian affairs.10 

Since 1985 most settlement acts have dealt with eastern land claims. The 
acts have enabled several agreements, including ones involving funding, 
recognition, and state and federal jurisdictional issues among eastern Indian 
communities. For example, amendments to the Rhode Island Indian Claims 
Settlement Act in 1987 recognized the Wampanoag Tribal Council of Gay 
Head. It is interesting to note that settlement lands in m o d e  Island are sub- 
ject to state civil and criminal jurisdiction and that the Indian Gaming 
Regulatory Act was amended so that “settlement lands shall not be treated as 
Indian lands.”ll With the passage of the original Rhode Island Indian claims 
act in 1978, the Narragansett, the tribe governed by the act, went to court in 
1994 to oppose the proviso that settlement lands be subject to state jurisdic- 
tion.12 The court contended that this was a valid conferral. However, in an ear- 
lier case it was determined that the “[S] tatute conferring state jurisdiction 
over Indian tribal settlement lands does not waive or abrogate a tribe’s sover- 
eign immunity.”13 

Other settlement acts were amended or initially enacted for various 
Indian communities in New England. For example, The Aroostook Band of 
Micmacs Settlement Act of 1991 establishes, 

the historic presence of Micmacs in Maine and the existence of abo- 
riginal lands in Maine jointly used by the Micmacs and other tribes to 
which the Micmacs could have asserted aboriginal title but for the 
extinguishment of all such claims by the Maine Indian Claims 
Settlement Act of 1980.14 

Under the act, Congress has established a land acquisition fund of $900,000. 
In 1986 the Houlton Band of Maliseet Indians Supplementary Claims 
Settlement Act was passed;l5 it also contained the land acquisition provision 
for $900,000. When the Mohegan Nation of Connecticut was recognized by 
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Congress, the tribe and state entered into mutual agreements to resolve all 
disputes between them. The town of Montville, the site of the Mohegan casi- 
no, has also agreed to resolve issues. At the time, a decision regarding owner- 
ship of certain lands within the state was pending.16 

In general, such settlement acts extinguish all Indian claims to aboriginal 
territory, recognize the Indian community, and redefine its relationship to the 
state in which the Indians live, provide various services, and make certain 
funds available. For the Mohegan Nation of Connecticut, legislation was 
passed in order to facilitate the settlement of claims against the state and to 
remove any encumbrance to title. It also effectuated a workable relationship 
between the Indians and the town of Montville in which there are Mohegan 
land claims. In 1994 these Indians were formally recognized and the follow- 
ing year the federal government placed 244 acres in trust for them. In that 
same year the state and tribe entered into an agreement that would permit 
the Indians to purchase another 700 acres of aboriginal lands and establish a 
reservation. Additionally, the state conveyed 138 acres of ancestral lands to the 
tribe.17 These provisions suggest the tenor of resolutions, varying from tribe 
to tribe, that have been hammered out in negotiations over the years. 

In 1990, the Seneca of the Allegany Reservation in western New York 
received a $35 million settlement from the federal government and another 
$25 million from New York State in compensation for past inequities in land 
negotiations. More recently they have renegotiated 3,000 leases to residents of 
the city of Salamanca.18 The Indians sought to raise rents relative to fair mar- 
ket value of lands and gained compensation of $60 million for losses incurred 
under prior leases. Renewals are for forty years and may be renewed for an 
additional forty years thereafter. The agreement did not resolve the issue over 
title to the land. Some 4 percent of lessees did not sign leases and in fact 
brought a suit, which was later dismissed.19 

As for other claims, the Golden Hill Paugussetts, who number more than 
one-hundred members, claimed some ninety-one acres around Bridgeport, 
Connecticut in 1992. The tribe filed and lost their case but continue to seek 
federal recognition-a process that began in 1982. Ten years later, they filed 
suit for these ninety-one acres, a part of an original reservation. The tribe 
seeks to gain recognition and settlement monies to purchase additional land 
and open a casino.20 Two other groups located near the Rhode Island- 
Connecticut border will have their cases heard in the near futore. Professor 
Martin Glassner writes me that, “They want recognition and land expressly for 
the purpose of opening a...casino.”21 Of course, in Connecticut and sur- 
rounding states, Indians do comprehend the meaning of gaming income as 
they observe the success of the Pequots at Ledyard.22 

The Seminole Land Claims Settlement Act, passed in 1987, sought to 
relieve potential economic hardships for residents of Florida from clouded 
land titles by clarifylng an easement right held by the South Florida Water 
Management District. The state, the district, and the tribe entered into agree- 
ments that would not only transfer land, but would also establish settlement 
funds that the state and the water district will pay. As in other instances, the 
Seminole relinquish all claims to aboriginal title in the state.23 
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A few settlement acts have also been enacted for tribes elsewhere in the 
nation. The Saddleback Mountain, Arizona Settlement Act of 1995 finally 
resolved a controversy between the city of Scottsdale and the Salt River Pima- 
Maricopa Indians over lands abutting the northern boundary of their reser- 
vation. The act provided for joint purchase of land and the preservation of 
about half of it in a natural state for a public park and recreation.24 The 
Puyallup land claims in Washington came to a satisfactory resolution in 
1989.25Until recently the tribe possessed a mere 103 acres in the Tacoma area 
and about 99 percent of that land was owned by non-Indians. As a reservation 
community, they are “partially assimilating a major Northwest city [Tacoma] 
and three other smaller cities ... within the boundaries of the federally desig- 
nated reservation.”26 For years the tribe has claimed 20,000 acres throughout 
the Tacoma area, including 120 acres of tideland that was clouding title to 
lands in the industrial and port areas of Tacoma. The settlement act, passed 
after Puyallup Indian Tribev. Port of Tacoma, restored 900 acres, including prop- 
erty for a marine terminal and industrial development, as well as fishery 
enhancemknt and recreation. Finally, the act created a multi-million-dollar 
trust fund.27 The tribe relinquished any further claim to the 20,000 acres and 
gained a mutually exclusive right to enforce environmental laws. According 
to Professor Katherine F. Nelson, if the case had been further litigated rather 
than negotiated, development of the port area would have “essentially 
stopped.”** 

ALASKA NATIVES: 
THE AFTERMATH OF A LAND SETTLEMENT ACT29 

More than a decade ago, observers portended some negative consequences of 
the formation of Native corporations in Alaska. They feared that because of a 
stipulation in the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act of 1971 (ANCSA)30 
requiring corporate stock be open to non-members in 1991, several corpora- 
tions might become dominated by non-Native peoples and more than one 
might fall into bankruptcy. Actually the Haida Corporation-a village corpo- 
ration-filed for bankruptcy as early as 198531 and in 1986 the Bering Straits 
Native Corporation and the Thirteenth Region both filed. This concern con- 
tinued in the immediate years before the 1991 regulations were to take effect. 
Congress in 1987 did amend the act so that both regional and village corpo- 
rations could issue stock to Native children born after 1971 and, among other 
provisions, they could place restrictions on stock alienation and thus keep 
corporations under Native control.32 It was also questioned whether Alaska 
Natives would be better off restoring tribal status, which would reestablish 
tribal governments and protect land. 

The very selection of acreage within given corporations, following the 
enactment of ANCSA, which abolished all former land tenure, created uneasy 
and often unworkable configurations in terms of the sustainability of Native 
livelihood, specifically fishing and hunting. Of course, the division of owner- 
ship between surface rights to villages and subsurface rights to regional cor- 
porations might well have added to conflict and apprehension. The shift to 
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state control over fishing and hunting portended other unwelcome intrusions 
into Native affairs, although the Alaska National Interests Lands Conservation 
Act (ANILCA)33 obligated the state of Alaska to manage such resources to protect 
subsistence uses. Back in 1985, not all of the 45 million acres to be selected by 
the corporations had been chosen. Meanwhile, the disposition of state-select- 
ed lands (103.5 million acres) and the utilization of federal acreage (1 10 mil- 
lion acres) raised other questions about the fragmentation of resources to sus- 
tain Native livelihoods. 

The Alaska Native population lives largely in rural areas of the state. And in a 
state where as much as 60 percent of the population live in three urban centers- 
Anchorage, Fairbanks, and Juneau-subsistence economy still dominates the 
livelihood of most villagers. Subsistence as a way of life is very much an integral 
part of the social and spiritual side of Native culture. As a proviso in ANILCA, 
Congress sought to protect the continued subsistence use of federal public lands 
in Alaska. The state fish and game managers were obliged to give priority to rural 
resident subsistence users. This makes sense considering the predominately 
Native demography of rural Alaska. Litigation in recent years indicates that the 
state has not always lived up to the conditions of ANILCA and has led Alaska 
Natives to challenge, for example, seasons and bag limits on taking caribou and 
moose because, “the seasons were held to be arbitrary for failing to accommodate 
the village’s customary harvesting of moose and caribou throughout the ~ear .”3~ 

A continuing consequence of ANILCA is litigation springing from a 
requirement that subsistence fishing and hunting be given a priority over 
other uses for fish and wildlife on public lands. In Alaska v. Babbitt, for exam- 
ple, the crucial question turned on the meaning of the term public lands. At 
the district court level, it was argued that public lands embraced all Alaskan 
waters subject to the federal navigational servitude. But the court of appeals held 
that “subsistence priority applies to navigable waters in which the U.S. has 
reserved water rights.”35 

The questionable status of subsistence fishing and hunting has suggested 
other approaches: one to amend ANILCA to establish a Native community s u b  
sistence priority36 and another to allocate subsistence rights based on econom- 
ic need and the market system.37 It should be understood that while some land 
configurations include considerable square miles, the fact remains that Native 
selection, village by village, within regional corporation bounds creates propri- 
etary conflicts not all resolved by the provisions set up by ANSCA or ANILCA. 

It was understood that the state and federal governments would protect 
Native subsistence fishing and hunting, but when this did not transpire, Title 
VIII of ANILCA required that rural Alaska residents be accorded a priority for 
subsistence on public lands. Congress also granted the state authority to 
implement this rural subsistence preference by passing appropriate law, which 
under Title VIII the state subsequently did. Thus, the state assumed this man- 
agement responsibility with the blessings of the federal government. But 
Alaska’s Supreme Court rejected this grant of rural priority as contrary to the 
state’s constitution. In 1990, when the state did not act to amend its legisla- 
tion, the federal government withdrew Alaska’s certification and assumed its 
own implementation of Title VIII. 
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In the regulations promulgated by the secretary of the Interior there is a 
very narrow definition of public lands that states, “navigable waters generally 
are not included within the definition of public lands.” The district court con- 
cluded that all navigable waters were encompassed by the navigational servi- 
tude, but the ninth circuit disagreed. Under ANILCA, public lands mean lands 
in Alaska that are federal lands with title in the United States, but the term 
land in the same document means lands, waters, and interests therein. This, 
then, is the source of some or much of the conflict. The higher court rea- 
soned that navigational smi tude  describes a paramount US interest in naviga- 
ble waters, but the servitude per se is not public land within the meaning of 
ANILCA because the United States does not hold title to it. 

The state’s effort to diminish or set aside any federal jurisdiction was thus 
remanded for further review and the court believed that a legislative-not a 
judicial-answer might lead to a suitable resolution. It is important to remem- 
ber that no one piece of legislation or one case in litigation can completely 
clarify the jurisdictional matter over subsistence, whether it relates to land, 
flowing streams, wildlife, or the continental shelf. But what has been reviewed 
in brief form-comparable to the tip of the iceberg-reveals much of the 
aftermath of the landclaims efforts on the part of Alaskan Natives and the ripple 
effect of state-federal relations in Alaska, a state in which the indigenous pop- 
ulation does not represent a third entity of government. 

A further ramification of the administration of both ANCSA and ANILCA 
is the issue of tribal government; in other words, these acts raise the issue of 
whether the Native population should organize under the Indian 
Reorganization Act (IRA) and whether this would lead to greater autonomy 
and the creation of Indian Country in Alaska. To date, the Native population 
has functioned under two different forms of government-traditional and 
IRA. Davd H. Getches, Charles F. Wilkinson, and Robert A. Williams note that 
there were 210 Native villages recognized by ANCSA-120 operate as munic- 
ipalities under state law; of those, about seventy have IRA councils. The other 
ninety communities are governed by traditional village councils.38 The 
Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA), however, has provided services to Native com- 
munities regardless of their form of government. Some Native people look to 
membership in either form of government as a means to maintain a clear 
relationship with the federal government. The only preexisting reservation 
that survived the enactment of ANCSA was the Annette Island Reserve 
(Metlakatla) . The countless allotments in Alaska, however, are also defined in 
federal law as Indian Country. Otherwise, a finding is necessary to determine 
if Indian Country embraces some, much, or all of the villages and lands with- 
in Native corporations subsequent to ANCSA.39 

What is the implication of all this? In State of Alaska v. Native Village of 
Venetie Tribal Government the court determined that ANCSA did not extinguish 
Indian Country in Alaska. This decision was made in part because, as the def- 
inition holds, Venetie is a “dependent Indian community.” At issue was the 
question of Native administration of their own resources and the utilization 
of those resources on public lands without state interference. Certainly, 
Native autonomy to exercise subsistence land use as well as to engage in com- 
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mercial ventures should follow from the resolution of land claims that came 
with ANCSA and ANILCA. The US Supreme Court reversed its decision, hold- 
ing that except for allotments and Native communities, for which the federal 
government held land in trust, ANCSA extinguished tribal territorial political 
control.41 The conflict over subsistence and sovereignty for Alaska Natives 
continues with no certain or rapid resolution. Observers express concern over 
the decline of Alaskan Native culture triggered by the negative aspects of cor- 
porate operations.42 

ISSUES RELATED TO ABORIGINAL TITLE 

The decisions of the ICC and the courts do not always clarify land titles and 
thus new conflicts arise or continuing ones fail to be resolved. In effect, one 
may ask, Is there still a title cloud over some portions of this nation that 
Indian communities will continue to contest and litigate? There is the assump- 
tion that the decisions handed down by the ICC and the higher courts finally 
silenced or quieted all claims to aboriginal title lands and most of the lands 
held in recognized title. Certainly open to question are blank areas on the 
adjudication r n a ~ . ~ 3  Even here, however, we know that many areas not so iden- 
tified on the map relate to cases dismissed or areas of overlapping claims that 
were rejected by either the commission or the courts. But there are questions 
about the so-called “judicially established” or adjudicated areas on the map. 
Since questions continue to arise and litigation follows, can one conclude that 
there is, in reality, no final word on the subject of some land claims?44 Two 
instances pose varying questions and a search for truth: (1) the postmortem 
of litigation on the grounds of unconscionable dealings as with California 
Indians and (2) most recently, the “weight of history” argument in Vermont 
over Abenaki land claims. 

California 

Bruce S. Flushman and Joe Barbieri have raised “the question of whether any 
unextinguished aboriginal title remains in California.”45 They seek to answer 
their question by thoroughly reexamining the legal history of land in 
California, analyzing the various judicial interpretations of the Land Claims 
Act of 1851, and ultimately by evaluating the impact of litigation. They remind 
readers that historically, “the United States focused attention on securing a 
solid basis of land title for new settlers at the expense of California Indians.”46 
Despite the fact that the United States did provide the legal recourse to com- 
pensate California Indians for the loss of aboriginal territory, one must still 
ask if any aboriginal title exists and thus burdens land titles in the state. The 
authors contend, for example, that the Land Claims Act of 1851 is ambiguous 
in providing an irrevocable conclusion as to whether it did or did not extin- 
guish aboriginal title. The various arguments go beyond the need to report 
them here except to note the authors’ conclusions. The history of congres- 
sional refusal to ratify the eighteen treaties,47 “not only suggests that nonrati- 
fication extinguished existing Indian title in California but also raises doubts 
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whether Congress ever recognized that Indian title existed in the state.”48 Of 
course, sending special commissioners to negotiate treaties surely inferred 
some recognition of a right of occupancy. Again, they contend that congres- 
sional response was ambiguous-perhaps meaning “an intent to maintain sta- 
tus quo” or possibly non-ratzfication simply meant that there would be a change 
in the means of extinguishing title, not a rejection of it.49 

Most important for California Indians and all other litigant tribes who pre- 
pared cases before the ICC or the Court of Claims is whether the adjudications 
irrevocably-or possibly irredeemably-extinguished all aboriginal title. 
Flushman and Barbieri thus explore the implication of the decisions in Indians of 
California. Here, they note that the ICC looked to and sustained the authority of 
the Land Claims Act of 1851, despite the issue of ambiguity, and ultimately ruled, 
“that all lands in California not included in valid private land grants...became vest- 
ed in the United States free of Indian rights.”50 They conclude that: 

The history of the treatment of Indians in California by the federal is 
perhaps even more deplorable than the treatment accorded Indians 
in any other part of this nation. Sadly, this course of treatment makes 
inevitable the conclusion that the claim of Califmia Indians to their abo- 
riginal lands are no longer uiable in California.51 

They close by noting that despite extinguishing aboriginal title, claims to such 
title will persist, “where aboriginal title is used as a defense to a charge of tres- 
pass or illegal hunting or fishing. No doubt claims of aboriginal title will con- 
tinue to be raised in other contexts as well.”52 

The Abenaki and “the weight of history” 

Only a few tribes have seen their claims resolved in land restoration and set- 
tlement acts. There will likely be further efforts on the part of a group of 
Abenaki in New England to gain restoration of some land in Vermont. 
However, the Abenaki claim may now be moot since the state of Vermont 
gained a positive resolution in State v. Elliott. In this case, the Vermont 
Supreme Court ruled that the “increasing weight of history” supported a view 
that the longer time passed without federal protection of tribal lands, which 
were held in trust by the state and later extinguished without the consent of 
Congress, the more likely it is that the federal government intended to extin- 
guish Indian title.53 Moreover, Vermont asserted that the United States may 
take land held under original title as it pleases, without any constitutional lim- 
its.54 No one questions the obligation to compensate for taken land held 
under recognized title, which is consistent with findings of the ICC, among 
others. Joseph Singer raises a range of questions regarding the lawful means 
to extinguish original Indian title and debates the justification of the Vermont 
court. Our interest here, however, is whether or not there still exists a basis 
for any Abenaki claim, which could go forward in terms of a congressional set- 
tlement act that would similarly assist these Indians in gaining both land and 
federal recognition. 
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Singer goes on to review the legal premise that only Congress can extin- 
guish tribal title-states do not hold this power. He quotes from the decision 
in County of Oneida v. Oneida Indian Nation (1985), which states that, “congres- 
sional intent to extinguish Indian title must be ‘plain and unambiguous’ and 
will not be ‘lightly implied.”’55 Vermont, however, contends that Abenaki title 
was extinguished when the Republic of Vermont severed from New York and 
Congress admitted the state into the Union. Furthermore, the state argued 
that the land title was voided by the “increasing weight of history.”56 Singer 
questions whether Vermont, as a republic, gained full sovereignty over Indian 
titles. It would seem that once Vermont became a state, Congress would have 
assumed jurisdiction over Native lands within the state’s boundaries. Singer 
reminds us that the First Trade and Intercourse Act was passed in 1790, a year 
before Vermont entered the Union. As Singer notes, “The Vermont Supreme 
Court was well aware that neither the 1777 declaration of independence of 
the Republic of Vermont nor the admission of Vermont to the Union in 1791, 
either alone or together, clearly demonstrated an intent to extinguish 
Abenaki title. The court therefore viewed these events as cumulative ‘evi- 
dence’ that demonstrates congressional intent to extinguish Abenaki title 
over time.”57 Thus the court arrived at the “increasing weight of history” argu- 
ment. As Singer points out, no reservation was ever established for the 
Abenaki that might reveal congressional intent to extinguish all other aborig- 
inal lands not included within the reservation.58 

Ultimately, Vermont asserted that neither the state nor the federal gov- 
ernment had any monetary liability for an unlawful taking of Abenaki land. 
Singer contends that, “The Vermont Supreme Court failed to recognize that 
the most likely and most appropriate resolution to the case would have been 
a negotiated and ultimately legislative one.”59 One must concur with Singer. 
Had the court acknowledged the Abenaki claim, the United States could then 
negotiate a settlement much like the several settlement acts governing the 
Passamaquoddy and Penobscot in Maine along with those in other New 
England states. Unfortunately for the Missisquoi Abenaki Nation that brought 
the suit, the US Supreme Court rejected hearing an appeal.60 Of course, a fur- 
ther factor that would affect a continuing claim by the Abenaki is the fact that 
the Mohawks also lay claim to land within Vermont.G1 

In reference to Abenaki territorial claims, it should be noted that some 
members of the Wabanaki (Abenaki) Federation in Maine (different from the 
Western Abenaki in Vermont62) participated in the occupation of Baxter State 
Park in the mid-1970s. The collective Indian intent was the worship of Native 
gods that inhabit the region of Mt. Katahdin. Ultimately, the state of Maine 
granted permission to various tribes to utilize the 201,000 acre wilderness 
park for spiritual practices. Nothing, however, was said about Native title to 
the region.63 

SUBMERGED LANDS 

Navigable waters generally belong to the nation and are subject to a federal 
navigable servitude. What comes to mind, of course, are such rivers as the 
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Hudson, Mississippi, and Colorado, as well as the Great Lakes. Rivers and 
lakebeds present problems of propriety relative to claims by states and local 
civil divisions. Propriety issues also arise around submerged areas that lie with- 
in treaty areas and reservations. Conflicts with or without litigation may relate 
to water surfaces and subsurfaces and, of course, water rights. Among sub- 
merged land claims is that argued by the Cherokee to the Arkansas riverbed. 
Despite efforts to craft a bill favorable to its settlement, a bill did not come out 
of congressional committee.64 On the other hand, the Supreme Court’s deci- 
sion against tribal claims to the bed of Lake Coeur d’Alene may not effectively 
end all litigation (see E. Richard Hart, this issue) .65 In United States v. Cherokee 
Nation of Oklahoma the Supreme Court ruled that the US navigable servitude 
worked against a tribal claim to the Arkansas River waterway and the majori- 
ty of the Court also rejected the tribe’s claim that federal trust responsibilities 
protected any Indian right in the riverbed.66 

In the mid-1990s the Torres-Martinez Band of Cahuilla Indians, located in 
both the Coachella and Imperial valleys of Southern California, sought restitu- 
tion for the inundation of a portion of their reservation by the creation of the 
Salton Sea and its expansion since the early 1900s. It should be noted that such 
claims do not conflict with ICC decisions in Indians of Califmnia v. United States 
because that case dealt with aboriginal title, Congress’ rejection of treaties, and 
unconscionable dealings with Indians.67 The inundated lands were then part of 
a designated reservation-already-recognized title lands. However, at first the 
government rejected the band’s quest for a trade-off consisting of a parcel of 
land farther north in the heart of the Coachella Valley, not far from several 
thriving communities such as Palm Springs, where the Indians might establish 
a casino. The Agua Caliente and Cabezon bands, which operate casinos on trust 
lands in the valley, were opposed to any land deal. More recently, some land 
transfer has been agreed upon and one suspects that another casino may even- 
tually be established in the Coachella Valley. 

The Equal Footing Doctrine 

The larger litigious considerations over submerged lands apparently have 
generated legal arguments over the “Equal Footing” doctrine.68 Frank W. 
DiCastri notes that pre-statehood treaties included reserved aboriginal rights 
to bedlands. Of course, many states argue that, lacking equal footing, they 
would have entered the union with less or diminished territorial sovereignty 
than pre-union states. Contrast, for example, Virginia with any of the western 
states, including those of the Northwest Ordinance. DiCastri cites a number 
of cases in which the equal footing doctrine is argued for bedland ownership. 
He notes that in the case of tribes asserting a claim to the beds of rivers and 
lakes, states contend that said stipulations in treaties were abrogated when a 
state joined the union.69 Tribes, he notes, retort by emphasizing that such 
treaties were not grants to Indians but were grantsfiom them. In his analysis of 
Choctaw Nation v. Oklahoma,70 he finds that nothing in the wording of the 
treaty with the Choctaw granted the state the bed of the Arkansas River, as 
alleged by the state. In Montana v. United States71 the Crow Indians claimed 
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title to the bed of the Big Horn River. The tribe ceded territory in the Treaty 
of Fort Laramie (1851), added territory in a subsequent treaty, and reserved 
some additional 8 million acres, including lands through which the Big Horn 
courses.7* Eventually other acts of Congress further reduced the size of the 
Crow reservation. DiCastri contends that the court examined the dispute as if 
the federal government had granted land in the first treaty. In this discussion, 
DiCastri distinguishes between granted and reserved rights. He notes that abo- 
riginal territory is land with which tribes never parted-it is land reserved by 
the tribes; granted lands, on the other hand, came into existence through our 
federal government’s treaty-wordings. Reserved rights are arguably of greater 
legal weight. He notes in the confusion that “the Choctaw tribe possesses 
rights to submerged lands in new territory that was granted by the federal gov- 
ernment whereas the Crow own none of its bedlands yet retaining lands it had 
always owned.” However, he points out that Fifth Amendment protection only 
seems to protect “recognized” Indian rights, those established-read: grant- 
ed-by the federal government.73 

ON TRIBES THAT CONTINUE TO REJECT MONETARY AWARDS 

The Black Hills Without Resolution 

The late Wilcomb E. Washburn suggested that the Sioux claim to the Black 
Hills (Sioux Nation of Indians v. United States) had “probably” been laid to rest.74 
To be sure, the litigation came to an end, but Sioux tribes that participated in 
this litigation have continued to refuse the monetary award.75 As far back as 
1980, they had passed tribal resolutions to oppose any distribution of such 
funds, and they have periodically evoked their quest for the restoration of 
some land (see Figure 1) .  There had been talk at one time about creating a 
Sioux National Park out of one section of the Black Hills, but it came to 
naught. More specifically, legislative effort commenced in 1985 with the Sioux 
Nation Black Hills Act, submitted to Congress but with little congressional 
support. The bill included the reconveyance of all federal lands-some 1.3 
million acres-to the Sioux Nation and the establishment of a Sioux National 
Council to govern this “reestablished area.” Political opposition in South 
Dakota has been cited as a major reason the act was never passed.76 

Of course it is the sacredness issue of the Black Hills that sustains tribal 
opposition to accepting money. Linea Sundstrom, an archaeological and eth- 
nohistorical consultant, revisits the issue of sacredness by querying: 

Instead of asking why the Lakotas were claiming sacred status for the 
Black Hills in the 1970s, we might more productively ask how the con- 
ventional wisdom of the 1870s-that the Black Hills were the Lakotas’ 
holy land-came to be disputed in the 1970s. The answer seems to lie 
in the sudden relevance of sacredness to land claims disputes. The 
Black Hills have increasingly become a symbol of Native American 
resistance to acculturation, and because of this symbolic role, they are 
today sacred in ways that they historically were 
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It is an easy reach to presume that the Sioux’s continual refusal to accept mon- 
etary award relates not only to the concern that payment removes any further 
title cloud to the Black Hills and thus forever extinguishes tribal title to these 
lands, but also to the emotional side of the issue, perhaps as strong an issue as 
the proprietal one. The Indians could still appeal for exclusive access rights to 
certain sacred grounds within the hills. But such a concession-even the grant 
of full access-flies in the face of aboriginal claim to the upland. 

Shoshone Claims and Stalemate 

A disunited Indian community, fragmented from within, impedes full retire- 
ment of the Western Shoshone case that adjudicated lands in Nevada and 
California. These Indians continue to refuse award monies.78 Perhaps naively 
perceived, I have always held the view that a combination of a land purchase 
funded by ICC award monies and land restoration could encourage more 
Indian ranching by utilizing acreage now part of grazing allotments adminis- 
tered by the Bureau of Land Management and adjacent ranches. For the 
Great Basin claims cases, the government awarded the Western Shoshone 
some $26 million for the loss of 24million acres of original territory, mostly 
in Nevada.79 As with many other Indians, the Shoshone say that land cannot 
be sold and that the Treaty of Ruby Valley, which governs the status of their 
lands, should be upheld. Throughout the 1990s the Western Shoshone 
National Council has continued to reject a monetary award.80 

ACKNOWLEDGMENT AS PRELUDE TO LAND 

During the past two decades some 150 non-recognized Indian communities 
have been pursuing the quest for federal acknowledgment, a process estab- 
lished by the BIA in 1978. It was estimated a few years ago that approximate- 
ly 115,000 Indians represent non-recognized tribes. In 1977 the American 
Indian Policy Review Commission identified 133 non-recognized Indian com- 
munities in the United States. Another twenty-eight tribes started to petition 
the government in 1989.81 Of course, Indians and advocates of tribal acknowl- 
edgment have contended that the government moves too slowly, creates 
obstacles in the path of recognition, and offers other reasons for rejecting 
claimants. Recognition, a formal process undertaken by the branch of 
acknowledgment and research (BAR) of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, is a first 
step toward the Indians receiving services and potential trust land. Indian 
communities already holding land may, in reality, only be seeking services and 
perhaps trusteeship status for their land; other Indians hope to gain some 
land restoration. 

The California Situation 

Of an estimated more than 200,000 Indians living in California, approxi- 
mately one-half of them are descendents of indigenous California Indian 
communities. A large percentage of these Indians remain unrecognized by 
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the federal government. Yet a vast majority of these Indians, whose older gen- 
erations were on the rolls to be recipients of land-claims awards, are land- 
less-in fact, by accepting money in lieu of land they accentuated their land- 
lessness. But this is a moot point because prior to the adjudication of Indians 
of California v. United States, they were just as landless as they are today. 
Whether non-recognized or recognized, Indians speak to the repatriation of 
graves, human remains, and the protection of cultural resources such as 
sacred sites.82 The link between tribal recognition by the government, the 
establishment of federal services, and a modicum of trust acreage is closely 
identified with the need to preserve Native culture in which sacred places 
assume prominence. Some observers in California or other states would reject 
recognition for so many Indian communities because, as they allege, Indian 
communities want to establish casinos, which is an alternative and sustainable 
economic pursuit on reservations in California and elsewhere in the nation. 

It is unfortunate that Indian gaming, regulated by the National Indian 
Gaming Act of 1989,83 which created a commission to supervise tribal casinos, 
has caused some qualification of the motives tribes may have in seeking recog- 
nition. To be sure, tribal casinos need to be established on trust acreage. Thus 
unrecognized tribes must first appeal to the acknowledgment process, secure 
land, and then move in the direction of establishing a casino. But the gov- 
ernment would be wrong if it sought to preclude from recognition any Indian 
community that openly expresses a desire to operate a casino. This confusion, 
for example, occurred in Southern California, where the Juaneiios, a much 
divided Indian community in Orange County, have not achieved recognition. 
Yet one band, located in the city of San Juan Capistrano, allegedly sought 
acreage in town for the purpose of operating a casino. My reaction to this 
effort was to advise such Indian communities to separate the desire for a casi- 
no from the quest for recognition altogether.84 Note, however, that in the 
Rhode Island Indian Claims Settlement Act85 settlement lands shall not be 
treated as Indian lands and thus the state has jurisdiction over gaming. 

The public at large, of course, sees dozens of little symbols for reserva- 
tions on the California map and presumes wrongly that the federal govern- 
ment kept faith with most of the California Indians and provided trust 
acreage for all known Native communities. This belief is very far from the 
truth. Only in 1976, for example, thanks to the excellent ethnographic work 
of Florence Shipek, a known expert witness and anthropologist in the 
California Indian field, the Jamul community in San Diego County was rec- 
ognized and granted trust status for their small acreage, parcels occupied 
essentially uninterrupted since before the turn of the twentieth century.86 

With the close of Indians of California v. United States and per capita pay- 
ments made to thousands of California Indians, one would suspect that the 
issue of Indian land claims has disappeared, vanished from the California 
scene. The fact remains, however, as Pechanga v. Kacols7 demonstrated, that 
countless quests for land restoration and exclusive access to cultural resource 
sites-most notably sacred places-persist for various reasons. Too many 
California Indian communities were ignored, bypassed, and rejected in the 
process of establishing reservations in the state.88 More recently, a consider- 
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able number were terminated by law and only a small number have been 
restored to trust status. It is unrealistic, whether referring to unrecognized 
Indian communities in California or any other state, to expect that the BIA 
will eventually acknowledge all of them, provide services, and enable them to 
secure a land base. Perhaps some small number of these communities will be 
successful in this new century. 

The Case of the Timbishas9 

The Timbisha represent a small branch of the Western Shoshone whose home 
territory embraces parts of Death Valley National Park. These Indians have 
pursued the restoration of some aboriginal acreage within the park. Although 
the gross area of Western Shoshone claims overlaps the northern third of the 
park,gOas best as record suggests, the Timbisha only briefly participated in the 
Shoshone claims case. For a brief period in 1980, Timbisha were represented 
at meetings in Elko, Nevada, where the Western Shoshone Planning 
Committee pushed for monetary settlement. But at a subsequent meeting 
Shoshone tribal members opposed a monetary judgment in favor of a return 
of ancestral lands. Because none of the Western Shoshone have accepted the 
existing monetary award, the Timbisha have gone their own way in seeking a 
land restoration. 

In United States v. Grunthamgl the court acknowledged the validity of two 
Indian allotments inside the then national monument. For a time the 
National Park Service (NPS) supported the idea of establishing an Indian vil- 
lage inside Death Valley; subsequently the BIA and the NPS agreed to build 
homes on a forty-acre colony site near Furnace Creek. As Steven J. Crum 
points out, the village site was not classified as a reservation because it was 
inside the national monument.92 After forming a tribal council, the resident 
Timbisha approached the government to establish them as the Death Valley 
Shoshone Reservation. Meanwhile, the NPS began to restrict Timbisha hunt- 
ing-and-gathering, the tribe’s subsistence means of long standing. When the 
termination program came about in California in the 1950s, both allotments 
were eventually sold, terminating Indian holdings within the monument. 
Crum comments, “In the end, the Park Service acquired two hundred acres 
of former Indian land. It was the big winner while the Timbisha Shoshones 
were the losers.”93 Several other Shoshone reservations were terminated at 
that time. The Indian village near Furnace Creek, not being a reservation, 
could not be terminated. The NPS, still seeking to get the Indian residents to 
abandon the village, established a rental policy that the Indians could not 
afford. The NPS’s response to the Indians’ supporters was that the Timbisha 
could find a home outside the monument or leave Death Valley altogether. 

However, regardless of shifting policies over their resident status inside 
the monument, the Timbisha lacked a land base and could not gain services 
from the BIA. In the mid-l970s, the government did make some effort to pro- 
vide services and improve housing. In 1982, having met all the criteria estab 
lished by the acknowledgment program, they were declared a federally rec- 
ognized tribe.94 Subsequently, they prepared a report calling for the estab 
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lishment of a 2,000-acre reservation to be located around the existing Indian 
village inside the monument. They had no desire to relocate and continued 
to regard Death Valley as their homeland. The NPS, of course, found justifi- 
cation in rejecting the proposal, arguing among other factors, that only thirty- 
two of the 199 members resided in the village. The NPS position is quoted by 
Crum: “Reservation status is ... the least acceptable of the alternatives since it 
would in all probability require the Park Service to relinquish most authority 
over the management of these lands within the monument.”g5 In 1993 the 
tribe passed a resolution calling for the creation of a 160,000 acre noncon- 
tiguous reservation inside and near the monument that the following year 
became a national park. In 1999, the Timbisha and the NPS reached a work- 
ing agreement that permits the tribe to own land and develop it. They will 
acquire 300 acres at Furnace Creek, located in the heart of the park, enjoy 
exclusive use of an adjacent 1,000 acres, and share in the management of a 
300,000 acre expanse of parkland to be known as the Timbisha Preservation 
Area. In addition, another 6,000 acres lying outside the park and currently 
administered by the Bureau of Land Management will be turned over to the 
tribe. Pat Parker, chief of the NPS’s American Indian Liaison Office, was quot- 
ed to say, “this agreement is special because preservation of the Timbisha way 
of life now becomes an official purpose of the park.” Apparently, Professor 
Charles F. Wilkinson of the University of Colorado law school was instrumen- 
tal in bringing all parties to the bargaining table.96 

Pacific Northwest 

Indian groups in western Washington have also fared poorly in the acknowl- 
edgment process. For example, the Duwamish, which participated in claims 
litigation before the Court of Claims and received a modest payment by the 
Indian Claims Commission,97 were denied participation in the tribal benefits 
won in the Boldt Decision of 1974, which allocated 50 percent of the com- 
mercial harvest of salmon in western Washington to treaty Indians, because 
they were an unrecognized Indian group.98 The nearby Samish, also unrec- 
ognized, petitioned unsuccessfully after the ICC granted them a modest 
award, which they refused. In 1992 a federal court ordered the reopening of 
the Samish claim to recognition.99 

Eastern Examples 

Frank W. Porter suggests a three-fold classification of Indian communities in 
the eastern United States: reservation communities, missionary communities, 
and folk communities.100 He contends that a large number of non-recognized 
eastern tribes are folk communities, being “small and both socially and spa- 
tially isolated,” “possessing a strong sense of belonging together,” among 
other traits common to folk groups in general. As a rule, they have retained 
a property base (outside of federal or state jurisdiction). Many of these com- 
munities were investigated prior to the federal acknowledgement project 
started by the BIA in 1978. Later recognition was granted to a small number 
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of eastern tribes. En route, the Passamaquoddy and Penobscot communities 
overcame federal resistance to recognition and a settlement act was passed in 
1980. Subsequently, numerous petitions for recognition were set in motion. 
Of course, recognition was established in the various settlement acts reported 
earlier. 

The T i p  in Texas 

As for the Ysleta del Sur Pueblo (Tigua in west Texas, near El Paso), this 
Indian community was recognized in 1968 and their trust lands of some one- 
hundred acres were ultimately transferred to the state of Texas. As of 1994, 
their claim to other lands has been pending. Of highest priority is Hueco 
Tanks (a granite rock formation), which has been held in trust by the state. 
The Tigua consider this a sacred place and they claim that the state has not 
kept faith in regard to the site’s management.101 

CLAIMS TO CULTURAL RESOURCES AND SACRED PLACES 

Restorations such as Blue Lake (Taos) and Kolhu/wala:wa (Zuni) have 
encouraged other tribes to pursue litigation and legislation that would return 
specific cultural, historic, and sacred sites.102 Indians have agitated for restora- 
tion by trespassing on their own aboriginal grounds, have invoked the 
American Indian Religious Freedom Act (1978), and have lobbied members 
of Congress. For example, in Lyng v. Northwest Indian Cemetery Protective 
Association, the American Indian Religious Freedom Act (1978) proved inef- 
fective in the Indians’ pursuit of land restoration.103 Litigation in the Zuni 
case, as Hart notes in this issue, led to a legislative solution. But as public agen- 
cies do their homework and follow every step in the environmental proce- 
dures, it becomes clear that land transfers will now become few and far 
between. Of course, non-recognized or unacknowledged Indian communities 
will continue to face an even greater uphill battle than their recognized 
brethren, for recognition must take place before or at least simultaneously 
with the government’s intention to recommend the restoration of land. It is 
no secret that the federal government neither recognizes nor chooses to 
acknowledge countless Indian communities across the nation. 

As of the mid-l990s, some 150 Indian communities were non-recognized 
and about the same number continued to petition the federal government for 
recognition. Such communities exist in all but six or seven states, with high 
concentrations in the eastern states as well as on the West Coast.104 The need 
for financial assistance as well as social and health services remains funda- 
mental in terms of the poverty of many unacknowledged Indian communities. 
In the absence of federal recognition, however, such assistance will not be 
forthcoming. At the same time, the recognition leading to services also comes 
with the expectation of land restoration. 

The survival, protection, and even restoration and repatriation of cultur- 
al, historic, or sacred resources depend upon the successful outcome of trib- 
al assertions under various acts such as the Historic Preservation Act (HPA) 
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and the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA) . 
Several cases have come and gone; in general, the judicial contention is that 
tribes cannot counter the public purposes of public land agencies such as the 
US Forest Service or National Park Service. Even when there is some cooper- 
ation by these agencies, the public at large has intervened on the grounds 
that establishing exclusive tribal access and rights of use to cultural and sacred 
sites represents an unconstitutional action. The only major restoration of a 
sacred place in recent years has been that of the Zuni. 

According to the National Congress of American Indians (NCAI), NAG 
PRA is the law to which most tribes turn for assistance. Tribes and the feder- 
al government do not concur on the efficacy of various provisions in that law. 
For example, section 3(c) of the act states that if cultural affiliation cannot be 
reasonably determined when cultural objects are found on federal lands that 
were recognized by a final judgment of the ICC or the Court of Claims as abo- 
riginal land, then the ownership or control shall be, “in the Indian tribe that 
is recognized as aboriginally occupying the area in which the objects were dis- 
covered.” The crux of this provision is the interpretation of adjudicated abo- 
riginal territory. NCAI and many tribes have rejected ICC decisions and other 
case law that have established the official adjudicated areas. Although now 
defunct, in 1998 it was proposed (HR 2893) in Congress that section 3(c) of 
NAGPRA be struck from the law, but no other wording was indicated. This 
provision in section 3(c), however less than acceptable, is still most critical to 
any tribal determination of cultural affiliation with cultural resources such as 
burial sites. While the NCAI would seek to replace the wording in favor of 
tribal determination of aboriginal territory, tribes can at least pursue through 
Geographic Information System (GIS) or other cartographic means a rightful 
claim to cultural resources within given aboriginal territories. Some observers 
raise the question, Do such attempts to eliminate section 3(c) infer that abo- 
riginal territory as adjudicated by the ICC is perceived as invalid?lo5 One won- 
ders if there is any hidden agenda behind motives to dilute NAGPRA, perhaps 
special interests want to prevent any further encumbrances such as tribal 
rights to specific sites on federal public lands. 

Some expert witnesses question the merits of all or most existing legal 
determinations of tribal territoriality. In fall 1999, a symposium focused atten- 
tion on the continued relevance of aboriginal territories in the determination 
of specific tribal rights to interpret, protect, and gain restoration of cultural 
resources. According to a preliminary copy, this symposium takes exception 
to congressional proposals to modify tribal involvement in cultural resources 
on public lands as stipulated in NAGPRA. The co-chairs also focus on the role 
of GIS in determining appropriate boundaries for tribal assertion of rights to 
given sites. Among more critical concerns are the ethnographic and ethno- 
historic accuracy of bounded aboriginal territories adjudicated by the ICC 
and the legal interpretation of boundaries as worded in treaties and inter- 
preted by C. C. Royce, whose compendious report, Indian Land Cessions in the 
US., has been the bulwark of all recognized Indian title. Moreover, a great 
many expert witnesses did tend to rely upon the foundational work of Alfred 
L. Kroeber and his students in determining aboriginal boundaries. In recent 
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years, however, tribes have much criticized Kroeber’s findings. Ultimately, the 
need is to ascertain tribal perceptions of their aboriginal territories and then 
adjust their interpretation of territoriality by the most judicious means to 
assist both recognized and unrecognized Indian communities in their quest 
to protect and gain restoration of cultural resource sites.IO6 

The Havasupai Case 

While one might believe that a monetary award in claims litigation would end 
a tribal quest for land restoration, we have several cases that indicate that for 
some tribes the claims process does not end there. In the case of the 
Havasupai, litigation suggests that Indians disquieted over the need to protect 
sacred places cuts across Indian Country today, even over adjudicated lands 
whose title has been quieted. The Havasupai won an award before the ICC in 
1969; then in 1975, pursuant to the Grand Canyon National Park 
Enlargement Act (GCEA), Congress granted the tribe 185,000 acres that had 
been part of aboriginal territory and also granted the use of another 95,300 
acres of public lands.107 In 1990 the tribe filed suit against the Forest Service, 
alleging that that agency failed to uphold requirements of an Environmental 
Impact Survey(E1S) as they sought to determine if the Canyon Uranium Mine 
should be established at a site declared to be sacred but lying outside lands 
restored to the tribe. John Martin, an anthropologist, observed of the location 
near Red Butte, about forty miles east of the eastern boundary of the current 
reservation: “Whether or not Red Butte was sacred in the past, it is now, and 
the tribe holds an annual politico-religious gathering there, maintaining it is 
the locus of an ‘earth navel’ through which ancestors climbed to the present 
world.”’0* The record shows that the Forest Service went to great lengths to 
determine if environmental constraints should prohibit mining operations 
and found none. Moreover, the agency did examine religious circumstances 
of the site. The tribe, of course, contends that the site is located near the cen- 
ter of aboriginal territory, yet they did not formally argue for its inclusion 
when Congress sought to determine boundaries of the land restoration under 
the GCEA. 

These claims on lands held by public-land agencies are not new: recall 
Lyng and the northern California Pit River Indians, who refused a monetary 
award in the major litigation Indians of Cal;,fornia v. United States. The Pit River 
Indians later provoked a controversy leading to litigation when they inter- 
vened to prevent development of a timber road through a sacred site in abo- 
riginal territory that lies within the borders of a national forest in northern 
California. The Indians thus entered into litigation under the American 
Indian Religious Freedom Act, but lost in the first major test of that act’s 
capacity to protect Native cultural resources, especially sacred sites not pro- 
tected by trust status. Lyng drew attention to the flaws in that act, for one 
thing, and the inability of tribes to secure such isolated parcels as trust 
acreage.109 What can we learn from these events? 

The courts noted in Havasupai that the First Amendment was not violat- 
ed and that the American Indian Religious Freedom Act (AIRFA) was not 
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applicable. The government was not denying the Indians access, although the 
tribe gained no specific right of access under GCEA. Also, we are reminded 
that the claims case paid for title to aboriginal acreage. Also reservations for 
national forests can and do extinguish aboriginal title. It is regrettable that 
these conflicts over cultural resources such as sacred and historic sites emerge 
subsequent to long drawn-out litigation over land claims. One might contend 
that when tribes lose the claims battle, later litigation over specific sites with- 
in aboriginal territory makes far more sense. But here is a tribe that was 
awarded funds and major land restoration, although with some restrictions 
on use. The Forest Service, of course, contends that the tribe did nothing 
early on to indicate that that site was so culturally significant to them. 

In the years since the Supreme Court's ruling, the mining company dug 
a water well and constructed some facilities at the site, but the price of urani- 
um dropped and the original company went bankrupt; subsequently, the 
company that bought them out has not proceeded to engage in mining oper- 
ations, although only economic reasons stand in the way."O 

Although generally incidental to the outcome of land-claims litigation, 
land restoration has other implications. The number of cases that have been 
litigated relative to tribal access to sacred sites, to special efforts to gain 
restoration of land parcels or to the repatriation of cultural resources-espe- 
cially human remains-does suggest that this genre of land claims deserves 
more discussion. These cases do not directly deal with the caseload of the 
ICC, but have often come into discussion tangentially, considering that the 
ICC could speak to the issue of land restoration but could n o t - o r  would 
not-restore land.'" We have seen how the Zuni ultimately were returned 
sacred ground subsequent to but not determined by decisions in land-claims 
litigation before the Claims Court. It is interesting that other ramifications of 
the findings and decisions in the claims litigation process continue to serve 
the Indian community. For example, as Dean B. Suagee notes, NAGPRA pro- 
hibits any intentional removal or excavation of Native American cultural 
materials without a permit issued under the Archaeological Resources 
Protection Act (ARPA) . Tribes must consent and, as for federal lands, be con- 
sulted before this occurs. He suggests this is easy to determine under the law 
whenever the land is recognized by a final judgment of the ICC, the Federal 
Claims Court, or the Supreme Court as original title lands112 

TRIBAL EFFORTS TO CONSOLIDATE LAND 

Tribal efforts to consolidate land within the borders of reservations by invok- 
ing the 1983 Indian Land Consolidation Act have led to litigation brought by 
heirs and relatives of deceased allottees. These descendents contend that the 
escheat provision of that law is unconstitutional.ll3 The act contends that a 
means by which the complexities of inheritance could be diminished by per- 
mitting tribes to acquire marginal undivided interests in inheritable trust 
allotments. But the plaintiffs in a pair of cases-Hodelv. Irvingll4 and Youpeev. 
Babbitt~~5-successfully argued before the courts that tribal acquisition of such 
acreage under the act constituted a taking, which requires just compensation. 
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Ultimately, the US Supreme Court determined that the original law and its 
later amendments were unconstitutional. 

From the viewpoint of property rights, individual Indians and families are 
entitled to equal protection under the law, yet tribal acquisition of allotments 
is an appropriate option-laudable in terms of the better environmental man- 
agement of reservation resources. Heirship problems on a great many reser- 
vations have rendered much land in allotments unusable simply because too 
many heirs cannot agree on utilization or cannot be found in order to render 
appropriate land-use decisions. I might point out that logically the tribes 
should be the legitimate first claimants of such encumbered acreage, just as 
they were deemed such when permitted to acquire defaulted or escheated 
lands once opened to homesteading. Many non-Indian farmers defaulted 
over the years and many even abandoned the land altogether.*16 Obviously 
Congress, despite efforts to overcome the Supreme Court ruling on the con- 
stitutionality of the escheat provisions in the act, sought a logical and pro- 
gressive means to place unused, idle, and vacant acreage into some program 
of tribal management. Of course, individual Indians and families are entitled 
to the protections of the Constitution no less than is the rest of the popula- 
tion. Congress wrongly presumed that with its plenary powers over Indian 
trust lands it held the sole power to enact whatever legislation would be need- 
ed to consolidate land on reservations. 

Recently, the Indian Land Working Group (ILWG) urged implementa- 
tion of uniform inheritance codes across the states as one means to rein in on 
allotments overwhelmed by heirship. At a recent symposium, Indian leaders 
referred to the effective techniques of land consolidation: land swaps of “use- 
less fractionated interests for a block of tribal trust land he can use, say, as a 
homesite.” ILWG has introduced reform legislation that would provide “for 
estate planning services; accurate and accessible land records; removal of reg- 
ulatory barriers which impact real estate transactions; an acquisition fund for 
tribes and individual landowners; and a federal probate code which prevents 
non-Indian inheritance.” Such a law would preserve trust status, reduce frac- 
tionation, and consolidate allotments, leading to far more productive use of 
trust lands. 

THE SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES OF NATIVE HAWAIIANS11* 

In the narrowest sense, of course, Native Hawaiians are not Indians, yet the 
term Indian has been interpreted to mean indigenous; the term has embraced 
both Aleuts and Eskimos and thus could easily refer to all Native populations 
of this nation. Had Hawaiians been included earlier in such a broad defini- 
tion, then they may have had an opportunity to litigate land claims before the 
Indian Claims Commission. By belonging to that larger community of indige- 
nous peoples, they have experienced the loss of traditional land and territory 
by dint of Manifest Destiny. Unless Congress were to remake the BIA into a 
Bureau of Indigenous Affairs, Native Hawaiians are not so embraced by the 
body of statutes and case law that govern Indian affairs. Yet, there is consider- 
able reason to compare the land claims of these indigenous Americans to 
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mainland claims.119 For one thing, Alaska and Hawaii, in anticipation of enter- 
ing the Union in 1959, were both subjected to the scrutiny of Native peoples and 
their champions over the distribution of statehood land grants-traditional for 
all western states since the Morrill Act of 1863. Such land distributions were 
bound to open wounds and lead to dissention. Since federal public domain 
constitutes the “easier” means to restore lands to Native Americans, the des- 
tiny of federal lands that would be given prospective new states should logi- 
cally invoke much controversy. 

In Alaska, the state had already begun to select its acreage under state- 
hood land-grant provisions at least a decade before the passage of the settle- 
ment act in 1971 and the process was delayed until agreements could be 
reached. In Hawaii the federal government transferred considerable public 
lands at the time of statehood except, for example, national parks and 
defense lands. As in the earlier instance of the so-called Sagebrush Rebellion, 
western states are eager to get their hands on public domain and have gen- 
erally shown little regard for indigenous claims and potential land restora- 
tion.120 Against this setting, let’s examine where Hawaii seems to be heading. 

In 1920, Congress created the Hawaiian Homelands Commission (HHC) 
with the trust responsibility to manage and distribute some 200,000 acres to 
Native Hawaiians. Only a small portion of this acreage has passed into Native 
hands.121 At statehood, the HHC was transferred to the state, which then 
became obliged to hold these lands in trust “for the betterment of the condi- 
tions of native Hawaiians ..., for the development of farm and home owner- 
ship,” and other purposes. Perhaps early on Native land claims to the public 
domain were bypassed at statehood because of the existence of the HHC and 
the notion that the legal transfer to the state of indigenous responsibilities 
met the need. The trust responsibility required that the state reflect a contin- 
uing concern by Native Hawaiians for the lands transferred to the state. 
Getches, et al. suggest that, “this would give rise to a claim for income from 
the lands or for the value of lands the state has appropriated for its own 
uses.”122 

When Congress, in joint resolution, acknowledged the one-hundredth 
anniversary of the overthrow of the Hawaiian Kingdom, “Congress was care- 
ful to state that nothing in the resolution serves as a settlement of claims.”123 
What continues to aggravate the claims situation is that the Hawaiian Homes 
program, dating from the 1920s, has distributed only a meager amount of 
land to Native Hawaiians and the waiting period for applicants seems endless. 
It is almost as if delays were deliberate. Moreover, the bulk of these lands do 
not represent the best arable lands and their location on islands other than 
Oahu prevents many Native Hawaiians from seeking work in the Honolulu 
metropolitan area. It is unfortunate, too, that the state has been found to 
lease Hawaiian homelands to non-Native persons while the Native population 
awaits some honorable land distribution. This is not perceived as keeping 
faith with the intent of the land transfer to the state. 

In the meantime, Native Hawaiians are moving forward in their efforts to 
create self-government by electing delegates to a convention to draft a con- 
stitution.124 Also, in Price v. Akaka,1*5 Native Hawaiians had challenged the 
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state’s administration of trust lands under the Admission Act of 1959, espe- 
cially the manner in which income from trust lands has been used. In recent 
years, Congress has embraced Native Hawaiians in some statutes that provide 
services to Native Americans, especially those statutes focusing on health and 
housing.126 Despite the intentions of various federal laws, Native Hawaiians 
still do not have equal or parallel access to services such as those delivered to 
individual Indians and tribes by the BIA and other agencies. 

Land also figures closely in the state mandate to protect or restore Native 
Hawaiian culture. Part of this trust involves the protection of customary and 
traditional subsistence as possessed by descendants of Native Hawaiians and 
tenants of ahu~ua’a, a land division that generally extends from the seashore 
to the mountains along rational lines, such as ridges or other natural features 
including watersheds. At issue, of course, is the conflict between protecting 
Native culture and upholding private property rights of all citizens.127 Daniel 
G. Mueller notes that in Pele Defense Fund v. Puty128 the Hawaiian Supreme 
Court permitted the expansion of gathering rights to Native Hawaiians other 
than those who reside on ahu$ua’a. In general, the courts have said that tra- 
ditional rights may not be extinguished due to the existence of modern land 
tenure, yet may be modified so as not to interfere with fee-simple owner- 
ship.129 This argument still does not preclude litigation on the matter. It is not 
my intention to review the entire legal story of gathering rights here.130 
Rather, I wish to note that the issue in and out of court runs concurrently with 
issues over the protection, distribution, and income from lands held in trust 
for Native Hawaiians. For Hawaii to default on the protection of customary 
rights is to diminish Native Hawaiian land options. At the same time there is 
no resolution favoring their rights to the restoration of original lands or the 
forward movement of land distribution under the Hawaiian Homes Act. 

When turning to Hawaii, we must recognize that despite certain historic 
and legal similarities, Native Hawaiians exist outside the arena of Indian 
affairs. For more than a century Hawaiians have pursued a political approach 
to the quest for the restoration of their sovereignty and the recovery of their 
lands. Regaining a land base, of course, would put them on the road to limit- 
ed economic self-sufficiency and would provide them with a resident home 
base and a political locus. Some Native Hawaiians continue to seek complete 
independence from the United States, while others would choose “nation- 
within-a-nation” status, placing them in the same position as Indian tribes. As 
legal scholar Jon Van Dyke of the University of Hawaii puts it, “Although con- 
siderable disagreement exists among different Native Hawaiian groups, the 
momentum behind the movement for a return of land and a restoration of 
sovereignty appears to be irreversible.”131 As he and others continue to point 
out, Native Hawaiians are the only indigenous group that have been unable 
to seek redress before a tribunal much like the Indian Claims Commission. 

In 1993, Congress finally acknowledged the illegal takeover a century 
before of the Hawaiian Kingdom and publicly recognized that 1.8 million 
acres were taken by the United States without compensation.132 Subsequent to 
that legislative acknowledgement, the Hawaii State Legislature created the 
Hawaiian Sovereignty Elections Council in 1994 as a means to enable a 
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process designed to facilitate efforts of the Hawaiian people “[tlo restore a 
nation of their own choosing.”133 In 1996, an election by mail-ballot was held 
in which 73 percent of voters favored a movement toward self-determination. 
Even though the election was criticized because less than half of Native 
Hawaiians actually voted, the response is indicative of pending change. 
Hawaiian law states that the island of Kaho’olawe and its waters shall be trans- 
ferred “to the sovereign native Hawaiian entity upon its recognition by the 
U.S. and the State of Hawaii.”l34 I assume that such a gesture suggests the 
establishment of trust status over the island not unlike the establishment of 
an Indian reservation on the mainland. The following year, the Hawaii 
Legislature enacted a law that provided some funding to undertake a com- 
plete inventory of the public lands in trust and established a joint committee 
to determine “whether lands should be transferred to the Office of Hawaiian 
Affairs in partial or full satisfaction of any past or future obligations.”135 

Despite various arguments contesting the view that Native Hawaiians are 
entitled to a status and hence rights equivalent to those enjoyed by mainland 
Indian tribes,l36 the enactment in 1920 of the Hawaiian Homes 
Commissionl37 is deemed tantamount to the creation of a trust status over 
land to be administered on behalf of these people. This act, which set aside 
200,000 acres, was to enable Native Hawaiians to secure home sites and farm 
lots, yet much of the acreage held in trust is of marginal agricultural value. 
Among other provisions, the act provided for the “betterment of the condi- 
tions of the native Hawaiians.”138 Van Dyke observes that “Even though 
the ... Act was an inadequate response to the needs ..., its passage was nonethe- 
less significant in providing clear recognition of the federal government’s trust 
responsibilities to the Native Hawaiian people.139 At statehood in 1959, when 
the Hawaiian Homes Commission was transferred to the new state, so were 
some 1.2 million acres of federal lands, plus the 200,000 held by the HHC.140 
However, it was not until 1978 that the state created an Office of Hawaiian 
Affairs (OHA) to administer to the needs of Native Hawaiians. By constitu- 
tional amendment, the state has acknowledged its responsibility to hold the 
ceded lands as a public land trust for Native Hawaiians and the general popu- 
lace. The state also mandated that a pro rata share of revenues from the trust 
be assigned to the OHA for the betterment of Native Hawaiians.141 

In fall 1998, the OHA and others brought suit against the Housing 
Finance Development Corporation of the State of Hawaii,142 seeking “injunc- 
tive and declaratory relief to prevent the State of Hawai’i from selling, trans- 
ferring or otherwise alienating any of the lands in the Public Land Trust.”143 
The brief notes that Native Hawaiians have a recognized but still unresolved 
claim to the return of all or some of these lands. The plaintiffs argue that it 
would be “a serious violation of the State’s responsibilities as trustee ... to sell, 
transfer, or otherwise alienate any acreage ... until the claims of the Native 
Hawaiian peoples are addressed and resolved.”144 The brief identifies various 
laws and cases that reveal the Native Hawaiians’ valid claim to ceded lands. 
The plaintiffs also note the state’s parallel with Alaska, which placed a freeze 
on any lands transferred to the state pending resolution of claims by Native 
inhabitants. As of this writing, the case has not been resolved. 
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DEDICATION 

This symposium is dedicated to the memory of Wilcomb E. Washburn, who 
died in February 1997. I would like to acknowledge Wilcomb’s assistance in 
the publication of my first book ( Indian  Land Tenure), for which he wrote the 
foreword, and for his generous participation in the development of 
Irredeemable America, for which he contributed far more than a chapter. 
Wilcomb was a mentor in the American Indian studies field and I will remem- 
ber him with much gratitude, appreciation, and respect. 
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